Abstract. Let w " pw 1 , w 2 q be a pair of positive real numbers with w 1`w2 " 1 and w 1 ě w 2 . We show that the set of w-weighted singular vectors in R 2 has Hausdorff dimension 2´1 1`w 1 . This extends the previous work of Yitwah Cheung on the Hausdorff dimension of the usual (unweighted) singular vectors in R 2 .
Introduction
Let w " pw 1 , w 2 q be a pair of positive real numbers such that w 1`w2 " 1. Dirichlet's theorem with weight w (see [12, Chapter II]) 1 states that for all x " px 1 , x 2 q P R 2 and T ą 1 there is pp," pp 1 , p 2 ,P Z 2ˆZ such that
There are different classes of vectors in R 2 with more elaborate Diophantine properties, e.g. badly approximable vectors, Dirichlet's improvable vectors and singular vectors. Usually these sets have zero Lebesgue measure. The estimation of the size of them has a long history and is still fast developing in recent years, see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7] .
A vector x " px 1 , x 2 q P R 2 is said to be w-singular if for every ε ą 0 there exists T 0 ą 1 such that for all T ą T 0 the system of inequalities admits an integer solution pp,P Z
2ˆZ
. The set of w-singular vectors is denoted by Singpwq. A vector x P R 2 is said to be singular if it is w-singular in the case where w is unweighted, i.e. when w 1 " w 2 " rational numbers are singular, so we understand the Hausdorff dimension of the set of singular vectors in all Euclidean spaces.
The aim of this paper is to calculate the Hausdorff dimension of the set of wsingular vectors in R 2 .
Theorem 1.1. Suppose w " pw 1 , w 2 q where w 1 ě w 2 ą 0 and w 1`w2 " 1. Then the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq is 2´1 1`w1 . Remark 1.2. In the case where w " p1, 0q one can also define w-singular vectors in a similar way. The above formula does not hold in this degenerate case where the Hausdorff dimension is 1. By symmetry, we can draw the whole picture of the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq when w 1 goes from 0 to 1. We point out that the dimension graph has a non differential point 1{2 and has jumps at 0 and 1 (see Figure 1 ).
Here and hereafter we always assume that the weight vector w satisfies the assumption of Theorem 1.1. It is observed by Dani [8] that w-singular vectors correspond to certain divergent trajectories in the space L 3 of unimodular lattices in R 3 with respect to the one-parameter semi-group A`" ta t " diagpe w1t , e w2t , e´tq : t ě 0u. Using this dynamical interpretation it is not hard to see that given y P Q 2 , a vector x P R 2 is w-singular if and only if x`y is w-singular. Therefore the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds for any U X Singpwq where U is a nonempty open subset of R 2 . Since Q 2 Ă Singpwq, the Minkowski dimension of Singpwq is 2 which is different from the Hausdorff dimension.
The lower bound of Theorem 1.1 is proved by constructing a subset of Singpwq with certain well-separated self-affine structure using this dynamical interpretation.
In fact, the denominator 1`w 1 in the dimension formula is the top Lyapunov exponent for the adjoint action of A`on the group
This is reasonable since the top Lyapunov exponent corresponds to the shorter length of the rectangle in the self-affine structure and the shorter length is the length of the square after chopping a rectangle into squares. Since our construction has inductive nature it suffices to look at the first step to explain the ideas. We fix t " 1 and ε ă 1 with ε " e´t which means ε´1 is negligible comparing to e t . The lattice a t 1 Z 3 moves to the cusp in L 3 as t 1 goes from 0 to t, since the Euclidean norm of a t 1 e 3 where e 3 " p0, 0, 1q P Z 3 decays exponentially. If we want x P R 2 satisfy }a t 1 hpxqe 3 } ! ε (}¨} is the Euclidean norm) for t 1 away from 0, a reasonable condition is x P U 0 where U 0 " tpx 1 , x 2 q P R 2 : |x 1 | ď εe´w 1t , |x 2 | ď εe´w 2t u.
To play this game again we need a t hpxqZ 3 P L 1 3 where L 1 3 " tΛ P L 3 : Λ X Re 3 " rZe 3 for some r with 1{2 ă r ď 1u. (1.5) The cardinality of tx P U 0 : a t hpxqZ 3 P L 1 3 u is up to some constants the cardinality of a t Z 3 X M where M " tpz 1 , z 2 , z 3 q P R 3 : |z 1 | ď εe t |z 3 |, |z 2 | ď εe t |z 3 |, 1{2 ă |z 3 | ď 1u.
It will follow from lattice points counting that this cardinality is approximately the area of M which is « ε 2 e 2t « e´t¨e 3t . Here e 3t is more or less the cardinality of the next subdivision of U 0 by rectangles of the size 2εe´p 2w1`1qtˆ2 εe´p 2w2`1qt , so it corresponds to the full dimension 2. In fact the´1 in the numerator of´1 1`w1 comes from the factor e´t. To make the self-affine structure well-separated we need more conditions than just a t hpxqZ 3 P L 1 3 and the difficulty is to prove that the cardinality of those x is comparable to ε 2 e 2t using geometry of numbers. In this part, different arguments are needed depending on whether w 1 ą w 2 or w 1 " w 2 . The lower bound is proved only in the genuine weighted case w 1 ą w 2 , since in the unweighted case the Hausdorff dimension is known.
Our proof of the upper bound follows the similar ideas of [6] and [7] . We use best approximation vectors with weight w to encode Singpwq to get a self-affine covering of the essential part of Singpwq. The main difference comparing to the unweighted case is that our covering is self-affine instead of self-similar and this difference makes the calculation more subtle. In the unweighted case Einsiedler and Kadyrov [9] have an estimate of the upper bound using entropy. The method in [9] is further developed by Kadyrov, Kleinbock, Lindenstrauss and Margulis [11] to estimate the upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of general (unweighted) singular systems of linear forms. The new input of this development is the use of the height function in Eskin-Margulis-Mozes [10] and its contracting property. Inspired by [11] , it seems that the number 1 in the numerator of 1 1`w1 might also be interpreted as certain average contracting rate of the height function in [10] with respect to A`and the group (1.4) .
Based on our interpretation of Theorem 1.1 and [11, Corollary 1.2] it seems likely that the Hausdorff dimension of weighted singular vectors in R d pd ě 2q can be formulated in a similar way. Namely, if we normalize the weights so that the sum of positive weights is equal to 1, the Hausdorff dimension of weighted singular vectors in R d is d´1 λ 1 where λ 1 is the top Lyapunov exponent for the adjoint action of the corresponding one-parameter semi-group on the corresponding unipotent group. Now we turn to the Hausdorff dimension of vectors in R 2 for which Dirichlet's theorem can be improved. For a positive real number ε ă 1, we say w-weighted Dirichlet's theorem is ε-improvable for x P R 2 if (1.1) admits integer solutions pp,P Z 2ˆZ for T sufficiently large. Let DIpw, εq be the set of vectors x P R 2 for which w-weighted Dirichlet's theorem is ε-improvable. It follows directly from the definition that Singpwq " č 0ăεă1 DIpw, εq.
We remark here that in the unweighted case our set DIpw, εq is DI ? ε p2q defined in [6] and [7] .
Denote by dim H the Hausdorff dimension. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Let w " pw 1 , w 2 q where w 1 ě w 2 ą 0 and w 1`w2 " 1. There exists C ą 0 such that for all 0 ă ε ď 2´5 {w2 one has
Remark 1.4. The constant C in Theorem 1.3 is computable. In the unweighted case, the upper bound in (1.6) is the same as [6, Theorem 1.6]; while our method does not give good lower bound as in [7, Theorem 1.4 ].
Finally we discuss the divergent trajectories of A`in L 3 . We want to estimate the Hausdorff dimension of the set
Here the Hausdorff dimension is with respect to any Riemannian metric on the manifold L 3 -SL 3 pRq{SL 3 pZq. In the unweighted case the group (1.4) is the unstable horospherical subgroup of a 1 . Therefore as a corollary of the Hausdorff dimension of Singp . In authentic weighted case where w 1 ą w 2 , the unstable horospherical subgroup of a 1 is the upper triangular unipotent group in SL 3 pRq and the group (1.4) is a proper subgroup of it. So we can not get the Hausdorff dimension of divergent trajectories from Theorem 1.1. On the other hand, our method for proving the lower bound of the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq can also be used to prove the following result. Theorem 1.5. Suppose w " pw 1 , w 2 q where w 1`w2 " 1 and w 1 ą w 2 . For any Λ P L 3 and any nonempty open subset U of R 2 , the Hausdorff dimension of tx P U : A`hpxqΛ is divergentu is at least 2´1 1`w1 . We organize the paper as follows. In §2, we describe a fractal structure and develop some techniques for estimation of Hausdorff dimension. §3 is devoted to counting lattice points in a convex subset of Euclidean space. In §4, we give the proof of the lower bound of the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq and the proof of Theorem 1.5. The proof of the upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq and the proof of Theorem 1.3 are given in the last section.
To make our presentation easier to follow, we give in Figures 2 and 3 the relations between the theorems for the lower and upper bounds of dim H Singpwq respectively.
Fractal structure and Hausdorff dimension
In this section we first review the description of a fractal structure using a rooted tree and develop some techniques for estimating the lower bound of the Hausdorff dimension of a fractal set from this structure. Then we prove an upper bound estimate theorem for a fractal set given by certain relations.
2.1. Fractal structure. Recall that a rooted tree is a connected graph T without cycles and with a distinguished vertex τ 0 , called the root of T . In this paper we identify T with the set of vertices of the tree T . Any vertex τ P T is connected to τ 0 by a unique path whose length is called the height of τ . The set of vertices of height n is denoted by T n . Therefore T 0 " tτ 0 u. A vertex τ P T n is connected with a unique τ n´1 P T n´1 and we say τ is a son of τ n´1 . The set of sons of τ P T is denoted by T pτ q. A boundary point of T is a sequence of vertices tτ n u nPN where τ n is a son of τ n´1 . The boundary of T consists of all the boundary points and is denoted by BT . For a vertex τ P T n the set of ancestors of τ is
Let Y be a Polish space, i.e. a separable completely metrizable topological space. A fractal structure on Y is a pair pT , βq where T is a rooted tree and β is a map from T to the set of nonempty compact subsets of Y . A fractal structure gives a set F pT , βq :" ty P Y : y P X 8 n"0 βpτ n q for some tτ n u P BT u, which is said to be the fractal with the structure pT , βq. We remark that although each point of F pT , βq should correspond to an infinite path, we do not assume each vertex of T has a son. In particular if T has only finitely many vertices, then the fractal set F pT , βq has to be empty according to our definition.
We say that pT , βq is a regular fractal structure if moreover the following properties hold:
‚ each vertex of T has a nonempty set of sons; ‚ if τ is a son of τ 1 then βpτ q Ă βpτ 1 q; ‚ for any tτ n u P BT the diameter of βpτ n q goes to zero as n tends to infinity. We end up this section with several notations that will be used in the rest of the paper. For a set S we use 7S to denote its cardinality. Let A, B be two subsets of a metric space pY,
We will only use the above notation for the natural Euclidean metric on R d . For a real number s we take rss :" inf tn P Z : n ě su and tsu :" sup tn P Z : n ď su.
For two nonnegative real numbers s and t the notation s ! S t means that there is a constant C ě 1 possibly depending on elements of the set S such that s ď C t. We call C an implied constant for s ! S t. The notation s " S t means t ! S s and the notation s -S t means both s ! S t and s " S t.
2.2. Self-affine structure and lower bound. In this paper a rectangle means a rectangle in R 2 with sides parallel to the axes. In particular, a rectangle with size l 1ˆl2 and center x P R 2 refers to the set ty P R 2 : |y 1´x1 | ď l 1 {2, |y 2´x2 | ď l 2 {2u.
A self-affine structure on R 2 is a fractal structure pT , βq on R 2 such that for every τ P T the set βpτ q is a rectangle with size W pτ qˆLpτ q. A self-affine structure is said to be regular if the corresponding fractal structure is regular.
The main result of this section is Theorem 2.1. What we are going to use in the lower bound calculation are Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4 which are simplified versions of the theorem. We first prove these corollaries by assuming the theorem and then give the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let pT , βq be a regular self-affine structure on R 2 . Suppose there are sequences of positive real numbers tW n u, tL n u, tρ n u, tC n u indexed by N Y t0u with the following properties:
(1) W pτ q " W n , Lpτ q " L n and W n ď L n for all n and τ P T n ; (2) C 0 " 1 and 7T pτ q ě C n for all n P N and τ P T n´1 ; (3) ρ n ď 1 for all n P N. Moreover, for all τ n P T n and different τ, κ P T pτ n q dist pβ pτ q , β pκqq ě ρ n`1 W n .
, .
-.
Since pT , βq is regular, one has W n Ñ 0 and hence ρ n`1 W n Ñ 0. It follows that if t ă s then
The main difference between Theorem 2.1 and lower bound theorems used in [6] and [7] is the factor ś Dn i"n`1 ρ i C i which is trivial for the usual self-similar structures (here self-similar refers to W n " L n ).
The formula of the lower bound s in Theorem 2.1 is much simpler in many interesting self-similar fractal structures where L n " W n and D n " n for all n P N. The following two corollaries on refinement of the lower bound formula are only interesting in authentic self-affine cases where the following assumption (iv) of Corollary 2.3 is needed.
Corollary 2.3. Let the notation be as in Theorem 2.1. We moreover assume that there exists k P N such that for all sufficiently large n P N the following conditions
is strictly bigger than 1, then dim H F pT , βq ě s.
The conclusion of this corollary implies that the Hausdorff dimension of F pT , βq is equal to the lower Minkowski dimension. Before the proof we explain the additional assumptions of the corollary. The assumptions (ii) and (iii) are standard and they are satisfied by the usual fractal structures of Cantor sets. The assumption (i) is a regularity condition which means that D n grows at most linearly in n. If we fix τ P T n´1 and enlarge all the βpκq for κ P T pτ q to rectangles with the same centers and size pW n`1 4 W n´1 ρ n qˆpL n`1 4 W n´1 ρ n q, then they are mutually disjoint. Therefore, by assumption (2) in Theorem 2.1
The assumption (iv) is satisfied if L n " ρ n W n´1 " W n and the above inequality is almost an equality up to sub-exponential factors. So (iv) means that the separation of βpκq pκ P T pτis almost optimal (see the remark after Lemma 4.6 for more explanations).
Proof of Corollary 2.3. It follows from the assumptions (i)-(iv) that given t ą 0 and ε ą 0 one has
for all n sufficiently large (depending on t and ε). We fix a real number t with 1 ă t ă s. Let ε ą 0 be sufficiently small so that 1 ă t 1´3ε ă s. It follows from the definition of s that
for n sufficiently large. Let n 0 P N such that (2.1) and (2.2) hold for n ě n 0 . Then for all n ě n 0 we have
Therefore, the assumptions (i) (ii) and Theorem 2.1 imply
The conclusion follows by considering an arbitrary real number t with 1 ă t ă s.
The assumptions (ii)-(iv) in Corollary 2.3 are local, that is, they only depend on the data from height n´1 to n. The Hausdorff dimension of F pT , βq can also be estimated via local data under an additional assumption. We state this observation as the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Let the notation be as in Theorem 2.1. We moreover assume that there exist k, n 0 P N such that for all n ě n 0 (ii)-(iv) in Corollary 2.3 hold,
exists and is equal to r ą 0, then dim H F pT , βq ě 1`r.
Proof. Since the sequence tL n u is monotonically decreasing, for n ě n 0 we have
So the assumption (i) of Corollary 2.3 holds and we conclude that the Hausdorff dimension of F pT , βq is bounded from below by 1`r.
In the rest of this section we keep the notation and assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and give a proof of it. We first develop some tools for the proof of Theorem 2.1. According to the assumptions there is a one-to-one correspondence between F pT , βq and BT . For each x P F pT , βq we let tτ n pxqu nPN P BT such that Ş nPN βpτ n pxqq " txu. We take τ 0 pxq to be the root of T for all x. Let µ be the measure on F pT , βq with the property that for all y P F pT , βq and n P N µptx P F pT , βq : τ n pxq " τ n pyquq µptx P F pT , βq :
For any τ P T , we define elementary squares of βpτ q to be the closed squares contained in βpτ q with side-length W pτ q. In the following two lemmas we estimate the measure of an elementary square.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose n P N Y t0u and D n ą n. Let κ P T n and τ P T i´1 where n`1 ď i ď D n . Then for any elementary square S of βpκq one has
Proof. Let R 0 " β pτ q X S and
Without loss of generality we assume R 0 is nonempty. Then R 0 is a rectangle with size l 1ˆl2 where
Each R P S has size W iˆl pRq where lpRq ď W n and the distance of two different elements of S is at least W i´1 ρ i . For every R P S let R 1 be the rectangle with the same center and size pW i`ρ i 4 W i´1 qˆW n . Similarly, let R 1 0 be the rectangle with the same center as R 0 and size 3W i´1ˆ3 W n . Each point of R 1 0 is covered by at most two rectangles of tR 1 : R P Su (here we use L i ě W n ) and every R 1 is contained in R 1 0 . Therefore
Lemma 2.6. Let n P N Y t0u and κ P T n . Then for any elementary square S of βpκq one has
Proof. It is easy to see that (2.3) holds if D n " n. In the rest of the proof we assume D n ą n. Applying Lemma 2.5 for i " n`1, n`2,¨¨¨, D n , we get 7 tτ P T Dn : β pτ q X S ‰ Hu ď 72
We can cover S X F pT , βq with the rectangles tβ pτ q : τ P T Dn , β pτ q X S ‰ Hu .
The above inequality, (2.4) and the fact µ pβ pκqq ď P´1 n imply (2.3).
Let U be an open subset of R 2 with U X F pT , βq ‰ H. If U X F pT , βq contains at least two points we let n pU q be the largest index n ě 0 such that U X F pT , βq Ă β pτ q for some τ P T n . If U X F pT , βq contains a single point we let npU q be the largest index n ě 0 such that diam pU q ě ρ n`1 W n . Then in T npUq , there is a unique element denoted by κpU q, such that U X F pT , βq Ă βpκpU qq.
Lemma 2.7. Let U be an open subset of R 2 with U X F pT , βq ‰ H. Let n " n pU q and κ " κpU q. There is a family S of elementary squares of βpκq such that ď
for all t ě 1.
Proof. We claim that diam pU q ě ρ n`1 W n . In fact, if U X F pT , βq contains a single point then the claim follows directly from the definition of npU q. Otherwise, there are at least two elements τ ‰ τ 1 P T pκq for which β pτ q , β pτ 1 q intersect U , and hence diam pU q ě ρ n`1 W n by the assumption (3) of Theorem 2.1.
If diam pU q ď W n , then there is an elementary square S of βpκq such that U X F pT , βq Ă S and we may take S " tSu. Then
If diam pU q ą W n , then there is a cover of U X F pT , βq by Q diampUq Wn U elementary squares. In this case,
where in the last two inequalities we use the assumptions t ě 1 and ρ n`1 ď 1 in (3) of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let t be any real number such that 1 ď t ă s. By the definition of s there exists n 0 " n 0 ptq such that for all n ě n 0 one has
Suppose U is an open cover of F pT , βq. We assume that the diameters of all elements in U are small enough so that n pU q ą n 0 for all U P U. Since F pT , βq is compact, there is a finite subcover U 0 such that each element of U 0 has a nonempty intersection with F pT , βq.
Using Lemma 2.7, for every U P U 0 there is a set S U of elementary squares of βpκpUsuch that (2.5) holds for S " S U . Let Q " Ť UPU0 S U and npSq " npU q for S P S U . We note here that although it is possible that the same S belongs to different S U , the number npSq is well-defined. Then Q is a covering of F pT , βq and ÿ
by (2.5)
Therefore, dim H pF pT , βqq ě t. By considering an arbitrary t with 1 ď t ă s we have dim H pF pT , βqq ě s.
2.3.
Fractal relation and upper bound. Let Q be a countable set. We call a subset σ of Q 2 " QˆQ a relation on Q. For each τ P Q we let σpτ q " tκ P Q : pτ, κq P σu. We write κ ă τ if either κ " τ or there exist τ 1 , . . . , τ n P Q such that τ 1 " τ , τ n " κ and pτ i , τ i`1 q P σ for all 1 ď i ă n. The boundary of σ is defined as
A triple pQ, σ, βq is said to be a fractal relation on a Polish space Y if β is a map from Q to nonempty compact subsets of Y and σ is a relation on Q. Moreover, we say pQ, σ, βq is admissible if diam βpκq ă diam βpτ q for any pτ, κq P σ and diam βpτ i q Ñ 0 as i Ñ 8 for any sequence tτ i u iPN P Bσ. A fractal relation pQ, σ, βq gives a fractal set F pQ, σ, βq :" ty P Y : tyu " X iPN βpτ i q for some tτ i u iPN P Bσu.
The following lemma is a self-affine version of [6, Theorem 3.1].
Lemma 2.8. Let pQ, σ, βq be an admissible fractal relation on R 2 such that for every τ P Q the compact set βpτ q is a rectangle with size W pτ qˆLpτ q where W pτ q ď Lpτ q. Suppose s is a positive real number with ÿ
is a countable union of F pτ 0 q pτ 0 P Qq, it suffices to show that dim H F pτ 0 q ď s for all τ 0 P Q. We fix τ 0 and assume that F pτ 0 q ‰ H. For 0 ă ε ă diam βpτ 0 q we will find an ε-covering U of F pτ 0 q such that ř UPU diam pU q s is bounded from above by a finite number independent of ε. This will imply dim H F pτ 0 q ď s.
Let S " tτ P Q : diam βpτ q ď ε and diam βpκq ą ε for some κ ă τ 0 with pκ, τ q P σu.
Each rectangle βpτ q is covered by rpτ q :" rLpτ q{W pτ qs elementary squares with sides W pτ q. Denote these pieces by tS τ,i : 1 ď i ď rpτ qu. Since pQ, σ, βq is admissible and ε ă diam βpτ 0 q, the set F pτ 0 q is covered by ď
which is an ε-covering. So it suffices to show
We first note that for each τ P T ÿ
Hence,
We claim that ÿ
Suppose the contrary, then there exists a finite set
According to the definition of S, for each τ i P S 1 , there exists a finite sequence τ i,j p0 ď j ď n i q such that pτ i,j´1 , τ i,j q P σ p1 ď j ď n i q, τ i,0 " τ 0 , τ i,ni " τ i and diam pβpτ i,ni´1ą ε.
For each 0 ď j ď n :" max 1ďiďk n i let
where 9 Y denotes the disjoint union. Note that for 1 ď j ď n
The union of σpτ q for τ runs over tτ i,j´1 :
Lpτ q¨W pτ q s´1 p1 ď j ď nq. (2.11) Observing S 0 " tτ 0 u and S n " S 1 , we deduce from (2.11) a contradiction to (2.10). The claim then follows. The claim together with (2.9) imply (2.8), which completes the proof.
Counting lattice points in convex sets
The aim of this section is to develop some tools for counting lattice points in a convex subset of the Euclidean space E d " R d . Although we only need these results in the case where d ď 3, we give some results in general Euclidean space in §3.1. The reason for this is that the proofs are the same and they might be useful in other contexts. Results in §3.2 will only be used in our estimation of the lower bound. Since this section contains technical results that we will use later, the reader can skip this section in the first reading and come back when needed.
3.1. Lattice points counting in R d . Let K be a bounded centrally symmetric convex subset of R d with nonempty interior and let Λ be a lattice of R d . We use λ i pK, Λq pi " 1, 2, . . . , d`1q to denote the i-th minimum of Λ with respect to K, i.e. the infimum of those numbers λ such that λK X Λ contains i linearly independent vectors. We remark here that λ d`1 pK, Λq " 8. By Minkowski's (second) theorem (see [5] ) one has
For an affine subspace H of R d we let vol H p¨q be the Lebesgue measure on H with respect to the subspace Riemannian structure. To simplify the notation we let vol H pSq " vol H pS X Hq for a Borel measurable subset S of R d . A subspace H of R d is said to be Λ-rational if H X Λ is a lattice of H. The covolume of the lattice H X Λ in H is denoted by cov H pΛq. The same notations are used for the dual vector space Ed (the vector space of linear functionals on R d ) with respect to the standard Euclidean structure. For every ϕ P Ed , denote H ϕ " ker ϕ.
We use }¨} for the Euclidean norms on R d and Ed . For a normed vector space V we use B r pV q (or B r if V " R d ) to denote the ball of radius r centered at 0 P V . We will also use K-norms on R d and Ed defined by
It can be checked that K-norms satisfy the triangle inequality and other axioms of norm on a real vector space.
Let L d be the space of unimodular lattices in
e the adjoint action on Ed defined by ϕ Ñ ϕ˝g. Note that with respect to the standard basis e 1 , . . . , e d on R d and its dual basis e1 , . . . , ed on Ed , the matrix gi s the transpose of g. We define
The dual lattice of Λ is the lattice in Ed defined by Λ˚" tϕ P Ed : ϕpvq P Z, @ v P Λu.
We also define
Recall that Ed can be naturally identified with^d´1 R R d with the standard Euclidean structure. Under this identification one has Λ˚"^d´1 Z Λ. Therefore, Kε is the set of Λ P L d with the property that each Λ-rational hyperplane intersects Λ in a lattice of covolume greater than or equal to ε. Using the natural identification E˚d " R d and (3.1) one has
There is a basis v 1 , . . . , v d of Λ with the properties 
where ζ is the Riemann ζ-function and
Note that λ d pK, Λq ď 1 implies that the interior of K (denoted by K˝) is nonempty. To prove Lemma 3.1 we need a few preparations (Lemmas 3.2-3.5). Proof. It follows from the definition of successive minima that there is a set of linearly independent vectors tv 1 , . . . , v d u Ă Λ such that }v i } K " λ i pK, Λq. So there is a fundamental domain Ω of Λ contained in
It follows that
If λ d pK, Λq ě 1{d, then the conclusion of the lemma follows from (3.5). In the case where λ d pK, Λq ă 1{d one has p1´dλ d pK, ΛqqK Ă K X Λ`Ω which implies volpp1´dλ d pK, ΛqqKq ď p7K X Λq¨covpΛq. (3.6) In view of (3.4) (which takes care of 0 P Λ), (3.5) and (3.6) the conclusion of the lemma also holds in this case. Proof. It is clear from (3.5) 
Proof. Let H be the linear span of K X Λ. Suppose H is an i-dimensional real vector space and we assume without loss of generality that i ą 0. Since an open neighborhood of 0 is contained in K and K is convex, the closure of K˝X H is equal to K X H. It follows from (3.7) that
Since every convex subset of the Euclidean space has negligible boundary, one has vol H pKq " vol H pK˝q. Since there is no difference between a constant depending on d and on t1, . . . , du, (3.8) holds.
Lemma 3.5. Let K and Λ be as in Lemma 3.2. Suppose λ i pK, Λq ď s ď s 1 ď λ j`1 pK, Λq where 1 ď i ď j ď d, then
Proof. If λ i pK, Λq ď s ď s 1 ď λ i`1 pK, Λq, then (3.9) follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. The general case follows from this special case.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The set p Λ " Λz Y p prime pΛ " pΛzt0uqz pY p prime pΛzt0uq .
Let µ be the Möbius function and λ i " λ i pK, Λq. It follows from the inclusionexclusion principle that (3.10)
where in the last equality we use the notation of Lemma 3.2 and the observation that for any integer n ą λ´1 1 one has K X nΛ " t0u.
It follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 (with
Lemma 3.6. Let K be a bounded centrally symmetric convex subset of R d pd ě 2q with nonempty interior and let ϕ P Ed zt0u. Then vol Hϕ pKq -d }ϕ}volpKq }ϕ}K . Proof. Since }ϕ}{}ϕ} K " }tϕ}{}tϕ} K for every nonzero real number t, we assume without loss of generality that }ϕ} " 1. Using Fubini's theorem one has volpKq "
Since K is centrally symmetric, for each t P R and v P K with ϕpvq " t one haś v P K and the line segment joining´v and ϕ´1ptq is in K. Therefore vol ϕ´1ptq pKq ď 2vol Hϕ pKq.
This estimate and (3.12) imply volpKq ď 4}ϕ} K vol Hϕ pKq. (3.13)
For any 0 ă ε ă }ϕ} K , there is a vector v P K such that ϕpvq " }ϕ} K´ε . Since K is convex, for every t with 0 ă t ă }ϕ} K´ε one has The lemma follows from (3.13) and (3.14).
Lattice points counting in
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Lemma 3.1.
Let us fix 0 ă s ă 1{2 and r P R 3 with 1 ď r 1 ď r 2 and r 3 " 1. Let 
For a lattice Λ of R 3 let q i pΛ, r, sq pi " 1, 2, 3q be the infimum of those positive numbers q such that N q pr, sq X Λ˚contains i linearly independent vectors. We use x Λ˚to denote the set of primitive vectors of the dual lattice Λ˚. In the next lemma we give an upper bound of the cardinality of SpΛ, r, sq :" tv P M r X p Λ : ϕpvq " 0 for some ϕ P N 3sr2 pr, sq X x Λ˚u. (3.18) Lemma 3.8. Let Λ be a unimodular lattice of R 3 with q 1 pΛ, r, sq ě s´2. The following statements hold:
(i) if r 1 " r 2 and q 3 pΛ, r, sq ď 2s´1 {2 r 2 then 7SpΛ, r, sq ! s 1{2¨v olpM r q;
(ii) if r 1 ă r 2 and q 3 pΛ, r, sq log q 3 pΛ, r, sq ď sr 2 then 7SpΛ, r, sq ! s 2¨v olpM r q.
Proof. We write N q " N q pr, sq, q i " q i pΛ, r, sq and S " SpΛ, r, sq for simplicity. If N 3sr2 X x Λ˚is empty, then there is nothing to prove. So we assume in the remaining of the proof that N 3sr2 X x Λ˚‰ H, i.e. q 1 ď 3sr 2 . It is clear from the definition that
We claim that for all ϕ P N 3sr2 X x Λ7
where the second inequality follows from (3.16). If 7H ϕ X M r X p Λ ą 2, then (3.7) and Lemma 3.6 imply
On the other hand for every ϕ P N 3sr2 X x Λ˚we always have
This completes the proof of the claim. In view of (3.19) and (3.20) it suffices to estimate
The second term of the right hand side of (3.21) is
where ½ q is the indicator function on R defined by ½ q pxq " 1 if x ď q and 0 otherwise. Using Fubini's theorem one has
where in the last inequality we use the assumption q 1 ě s´2. From here we consider different cases according to the two situations in the statement of the lemma. If H " span R te2 , e3 u, then the claim follows easily from the definition of N q for q ă sr 2 . Otherwise, the intersection of H with the affine hyperplane H t " te1s pan R te2 , e3 u is a line. The length of H X H t X N q is at most3 times the length of H X H t X N q3 . Since the volume of H X N q is proportional to the integration of the length of H X H t X N q with respect to t, the claim follows. It follows from the claim that for q 2 ď q ă q 3
In view of (3.29) and (3.30), for q 2 ď q ă q 3 we have
where in the last inequality we use the assumption q 3 log q 3 ď sr 2 . It follows from (3.21), (3.22), (3.26), (3.27), (3.28) and (3.31) that η ! s 2 .
We will apply Lemma 3.8 in the two concrete cases below. We first introduce some notation. Let w " pw 1 , w 2 q be as in Theorem 1.1. We moreover assume that w 1 ą w 2 . We fix C ě 1 such that C is an implied constant for the conclusions of Lemma 3.8 (i) and (ii). For a lattice Λ 1 of R 3 and fixed r, s we let q i pΛ 1 q " q i pΛ 1 , r, sq pi " 1, 2, 3q for simplicity. Similarly, we write N q " N q pr, sq. Recall that
3 " tΛ P L 3 : Λ X Re 3 " rZe 3 for some r with 1{2 ă r ď 1u. Lemma 3.9. Let s " ε 2 , r " pr 1 , r 2 , r 3 q " pεe t , εe t , 1q, Λ P Kε 2 X L 1 3 and a t " diagpe w1t , e w2t , e´tq. There exists a positive real number r ε ď 1 such that for all ε, t ą 0 with e´w 2t{20 ă ε ă r ε one has 7Spa t Λ, r, sq ď ε 1{2¨v olpM r q. Proof. We will show that the lemma holds for r ε " 1 100C 2 . In view of Lemma 3.8 (i) and the choice of r ε, it suffices to prove q 1 pa t Λq ě s´2 and q 3 pa t Λq ď 2s´1 {2 r 2 .
We need to look at the lattice points in N q X pa t Λq˚" N q X a˚tΛ˚" a˚tpat N q X Λ˚q, (3.33) where at is the transpose of a t with respect to the standard basis of R 3 and its dual basis.
Since e´w 2t{20 ă ε by assumption, we have
It follows that s´2 ď r 1 s. So
which is contained in the interior of B ε 2 pE3 q by (3.34). Since Λ P Kε 2 , the dual lattice Λ˚has no nonzero vectors in at N s´2 . Therefore q 1 pa t Λq ą s´2.
Next we turn to the proof of q 3 pa t Λq ď 2s´1 {2 r 2 " 2e t . Since 2e t ą r 2 ą r 2 s one has at N 2e t " tϕ P E3 : |x
It follows from the assumption Λ P L 1 3 that re 3 P p Λ for some r with 1{2 ă r ď 1. Let pr : R 3 Ñ R 2 be the orthogonal projection to the subspace Re 1`R e 2 . It follows that prpΛq is a lattice with covolume 1{r in R 2 . Suppose v P Λ and }prpvq} " λ 1 pB 1 pR 2 q, prpΛqq, then
where in the last inequality we use Λ P Kε 2 . It follows from of (3.1) and (3.36) that λ 2 pB 1 pR 2 q, prpΛqq ď 8ε´2.
Recall that there exists a Minkowski reduced basis v p1q , v p2q of prpΛq with the property }v p1q } ď 4λ 1 pB 1 pR 2 q, prpΛqq and }v p2q } ď 4λ 2 pB 1 pR 2 q, prpΛqq. Let v i P Λ pi " 1, 2q with prpv i q " v piq and e3 pv i q ă 1. It follows that v 1 , v 2 , v 3 :" re 3 is a basis of Λ. Recall that Λ˚can be identified with^2Λ as Euclidean spaces. In view of (3.33) and (3.35) it suffices to show that the coordinates of v i^vj " x 1 e 2^e3`x2 e 1^e3`x3 e 1^e2 satisfy |x 1 | ď se w1t , |x 2 | ď se w2t and |x 3 | ď 2. where in the last inequality we use (3.34) and the assumption ε ă r ε. Therefore the upper bounds of |x 1 | and |x 2 | in (3.37) hold. Finally note that x 3 " 0 unless ti, ju " t1, 2u where |x 3 | " 1{r ď 2. Using the assumption e´δ t ă ε ă s one has
which implies s´2 ď sr 1 . It follows that bt N s´2 " tϕ P E3 : |x .40) is contained in the interior of B ε 2 pE3 q. Since Λ P Kε 2 , one has N s´2 X pb t Λq˚" b˚t pbt N s´2 X Λ˚q " t0u.
Therefore q 1 pb t Λq ě s´2. We claim that q 3 pb t Λq ď e p1`w2{2qt . Note that r 1 s ă e p1`w2{2qt ă r 2 s by (3.40). Therefore bt N e p1`w 2 {2qt " tϕ P E3 : |x
Since Λ P Kε 2 , Minkowski's second theorem (3.1) implies λ 3 pB 1 pE3 q, Λ˚q ď 2ε´4. Therefore there exists Minkowski reduced basis ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 of Λ˚such that }ϕ i } ď 16ε´4 ď ε´5. Using (3.40) it is not hard to see that ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 P bt N e p1`w 2 {2qt . Therefore q 3 pb t Λq ď e p1`w2{2qt . This completes the proof of the claim. Finally we have q 3 pb t Λq log q 3 pb t Λq ď e p1`w2{2qt p1`w 2 {2qt by the claim ď e p1`w2{2qt e w2t{20 by (3.39)
by (3.40).
Lower Bound
Recall that L 3 is the space of unimodular lattices in R 3 and N " t1, 2, 3, 4, . . .u. Let a t and hpxq be as in (1.2) and (1.3) respectively. A vector x P R 2 is w-singular if and only if the trajectory ta t hpxqZ 3 : t ě 0u is divergent, i.e. for any compact subset K of L 3 , there exists T 0 ą 0 such that a t hpxqZ 3 R K for all t ě T 0 . In this section we will construct a fractal subset of Singpwq whose Hausdorff dimension is equal to that of Singpwq using the above dynamical interpretation and the idea of shadowing. Roughly speaking shadowing means the following: given t 0 P R, if x, y P R 2 are close to each other (depending on t 0 ), then a t0`t hpxqZ 3 and a t0`t hpyqZ 3 are close to each other for t P R with |t| ď C where C is a constant depending on x and y.
The construction of the fractal structure starts with the lattice Z 3 . But all the results and proofs remain valid if Z 3 is replaced by a lattice in L 1 3 , the subset of L 3 defined in (1.5). This observation allows us to give a proof of Theorem 1.5 at the end of this section.
4.1. Construction of the fractal set. We define a fractal structure pT 1 , βq on R 2 inductively for any choice of sequences of positive real numbers tε n u nPN and tt n u nPN with the following properties: ε n ď ε n´1 for all n P N and ε n Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, (4.1) t n ě t n´1`1 for all n P N and t n`1´tn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8, ( 4.2) where we set t 0 " 0 and ε 0 " 1 for convenience.
For x " px 1 , x 2 q P R 2 and r 1 , r 2 ą 0 we let
We remark that
3 and elements of L 1 3 will play the role of Z 3 in our inductive construction of the fractal structure.
The tree T 1 will have vertices in the set of rational vectors Q 2 . We take the root of T 1 to be τ 0 " p0, 0q and define
Suppose we have defined the tree structure and the map β till height pn´1q of T 1 . For each vertex τ n´1 P T 1 n´1 we want to define the set T 1 pτ n´1 q and the map β on it. This will complete the construction of the fractal structure. We define
It is clear from the definition of L 1 3 and the assumption t n ě t n´1`1 that T 1 pτ n´1 q has empty intersection with Ť 0ďiďn´1 T 1 i . For τ P T 1 pτ n´1 q we define βpτ q " Ipτ ; ε n e´w 1tn`1´tn , ε n e´w 2tn`1´tn q.
(4.4)
It follows from (4.3) that for every τ P T n pn ě 0q there is a unique vector vpτ q P tre 3 : 1{2 ă r ď 1u X a tn hpτ qZ 3 . (4.5) This property will be used several times below. We end up this subsection by proving the following lemma.
n and x P βpτ q. Let vpτ q P a tn hpτ qZ 3 be as in (4.5). Then for t P R the lattice a t hpxqZ 3 " a t hpx´τ qa´1 tn¨atn hpτ qZ 3 contains the primitive vector a t hpx´τ qa´1 tn vpτ q 2 Recall that β is a map from T 1 which is identified with the vertices of the tree to compact subsets of R 2 . Each vertex τ P T 1 has a height n and our definition of βpτ q also depends on n. Similar concerns apply in the definition of r β below.
whose norm is less than or equal to 3 maxtε n e´w 1ptn`1´tq , ε n e´w 2ptn`1´tq , e´p t´tnq u.
Recall that we assume w 1 ě w 2 . So for n P N we solve the equation ε n´1 e w1pt´tnq " e´p t´tnq to get a unique solution t " l n with
Since ε n Ñ 0 one has l n´tn Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. Suppose x P Ş nPNYt0u βpτ n q where tτ n u P BT 1 . For n P N and t P rt n , l n s, the lattice a t hpxqZ 3 contains the primitive vector a t hpx´τ n´1 qa´1 tn´1 vpτ n´1 q whose norm is less than or equal to
For t P rl n , t n`1 s, the lattice a t hpxqZ 3 contains the primitive vector a t hpx´τ n qa´1 tn vpτ n q whose norm is less than or equal to 3 maxtε n , e´p ln´tnq u. (4.7)
As the numbers in (4.6) and (4.7) tend to zero as n Ñ 8, Mahler's compactness criterion (see [5, Chapter V]) implies x P Singpwq.
4.2.
Refinement of the fractal structure. We make explicit choices of the sequences tε n u, tt n u and refine the tree T 1 associated to them to get a subtree T so that pT , βq is a regular self-affine structure satisfying the assumptions of Corollary 2.4. In this subsection we assume in addition that w 1 ą w 2 , although our method also works in unweighted case where we use first two conditions of (4.9) below to define the subtree structure. In the lower bound estimate we will not go into details of unweighted case where the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq is known.
Let r c, r ε, r s ď 1 be positive real numbers as in Lemmas 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. We fix ε, t, r ą 0 with the following properties
The sequence tε n u and tt n u are defined by (iii) ε n " ε n for n P N; (iv) t n´tn´1 " nt for n P N. It is not hard to see that for any integer n ě 0 one has ε´1 00 n ď minte w2nt , e pw1´w2qnt u. (4.8)
It can be checked directly that (4.1) and (4.2) hold for the sequences tε n u nPN and tt n u nPN . Hence they define a fractal structure pT 1 , βq with F pT 1 , βq Ă Singpwq by Lemma 4.1. For n P N Y t0u we let b n " diagpe´w 2nt , e w2nt , 1q P SL 3 pRq r βpτ q " Ipτ ; ε n`1 e´w 1tn`1´tn , ε n`1 e´w 2tn`1´tn q where τ P T n .
From the definition, it is evident that r βpτ q Ă βpτ q for τ P T n . Let T be the rooted subtree of T 1 defined in the following way: τ 0 " p0, 0q is the root of T and T pκq (κ P T n´1 ) consists of all the τ P r βpκq with the following properties:
where Kr is defined in (3.3). It can be checked directly that βpτ q Ă βpκq for all τ P T pκq (this is the main reason for using r β). It will follow from Lemma 4.2 below that each vertex of T has nonempty set of sons. Therefore pT , βq is a regular self-affine structure.
Lemma 4.2. For every n P N and y P T n´1 one has
Let us fix n P N, y P T n´1 . We first reduce the calculation of 7T pyq to lattice points counting in R 3 so that we can use the results of §3.2. We set (4.10)
Given x P r βpyq, to have x P T pyq the lattices (4.11) Λ 1 pxq " a tn hpxqZ 3 " a tn hpx´yqa´1 tn Λ 1 and
). Therefore Lemma 4.2 follows from the following lemma. Lemma 4.3. Let n P N and y P T n´1 . Then Proof. We first prove (4.12). Suppose Λ 1 pxq P L 1 3 where x P r βpyq. Then there exists s x with 1{2 ă s x ď 1 such that Λ 1 pxq contains a primitive vector vpxq " s x e 3 . It follows from the definition of r βpyq and a direct calculation that the vector a tn hpy´xqa´1 tn s x e 3 belongs to M " tpz 1 , z 2 , z 3 q : maxt|z 1 |, |z 2 |u ď ε n e nt |z 3 | and 1{2 ă |z 3 | ď 1u.
It is not hard to see that the map x Ñ a tn hpy´xqa´1 tn vpxq is a bijection between the sets tx P r βpyq :
Recall that a´1 nt Λ 1 " Λ by (4.10) . For i " 1, 2 we have
By these estimates and (4.8) it is straightforward to check that the assumptions of Lemma 3.7 for M p1q , M p2q , 2M p2q and Λ are satisfied. Therefore (4.15) and Lemma 3.7 imply p5ζp3qq´1ε
To complete the proof of (4.12), it suffices to note that 1 ă ζp3q ă 2. Next we prove (4.13) and (4.14) together. Let s 1 " ε 2 n , s 2 " r, a p1q " a nt , a p2q " b n a nt and for i " 1, 2
3 zKs i u. We will show that
In view of the definitions of ε n and r, this will complete the proof.
Let Λ i and Λ i pxq be as in (4.10) and (4.11) respectively. Let vpxq P Λ 1 pxqXΛ 2 pxq be as in (4.5) . Let x piq P R 2 be such that hpx pi" a piq a tn´1 hpy´xqpa piq a tn´1 q´1. Then w i pxq :" hpx piq qvpxq P Λ i .
It can be calculated that for all x P r βpyq (4.18) maxt|x (3.15) for the definition) where r 1 " pε n e nt , ε n e nt , 1q " pr 11 , r 12 , r 13 q r 2 " pε n e w1nt , ε n e pw1`2w2qnt , 1q " pr 21 , r 22 , r 23 q.
The map S i Ñ M i X p Λ i with x Ñ w i pxq is injective. If for all x P S i there exists ϕ i P N 3siri2 pr i , s i q X x Λi (see (3.17) for the definition of N q pr, sq) such that ϕ i pw i pxqq " 0, then
where SpΛ, r, sq is defined in (3.18) . Therefore the two estimates of (4.17) will follow from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. Here the assumptions of these two lemmas can be checked easily using (4.10) and the assumptions (i)-(iv) at the beginning of this section. Suppose x P S i . We prove that ϕ i pw i pxqq " 0 for some ϕ i P N 3siri2 pr i , s i q X x Λi . It follows from the definition of S i that a piq a tn´1 hpxqZ 3 R Ks i . So there exists
Λi such that }hpx piq q˚ϕ i } ă s i where hpx piq q˚is the adjoint action defined by g˚ϕpvq " ϕpgvq for all g P SL 3 pRq and v P R 3 . We claim that ϕ i pw i pxqq " 0. Note that w i pxq P Λ i and ϕ i P x Λ i implies ϕ i pw i pxqq P Z. Therefore ϕ i P N 3siri2 pr i , s i q by (3.17) and this completes the proof.
4.3.
The lower bound calculation. In this subsection we complete the proof of the lower bound.
Theorem 4.4. Let w " pw 1 , w 2 q where w 1 ą w 2 ą 0 and w 1`w2 " 1. Then dim H Singpwq ě 2´1 1`w1 .
Proposition 4.5. Suppose w 1 ą w 2 ą 0 and let pT , βq be the self-affine structure on R 2 defined in the previous section. Then
Our tool is Corollary 2.4. Let t and ε be constants fixed at the beginning of §4.2. It is clear from its constructions that pT , βq is a regular self-affine structure satisfying assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1 with
and L n " 2ε n e´w
where n ě 1 and t n " ř n i"0 it " np1`nqt{2. 4 We will see from the following lemma about well-separated property of the fractal structure that assumption (3) of Theorem 2.1 holds for
provided n is sufficiently large. Lemma 4.6. Let τ P T n´1 pn P Nq. Then for all different x, y P T pτ q one has dist pβpxq, βpyqq ě W n´1¨r 8ε n´1 minte´w 1nt , e pw1´w2qtn´p1`w2qnt u.
Remark 4.7. It will be clear from the proof that for n sufficiently large either βpxq and βpyq have horizontal distance at least e´w 1nt W n´1 (which is " W n ) or they have vertical distance at least L n´1 e´n t´w2nt (which is « L n ). If we do not assume the third condition of (4.9), the same argument below will give the corresponding horizontal (resp. vertical) separation e´n t ε 2 n W n (resp. e´n t ε 2 n L n ). But then the possible horizontal separation is too small and the assumption (iv) of Corollary 2.3 no longer holds. The validity of Corollary 2.3 (iv) means that, roughly speaking, nearby βpxq and βpyq have either horizontal distance e´w
Proof. Since x, y P T pτ q, there are 1{2 ă s, l ď 1 such that
and le 3 P b n a tn hpyqZ 3 .
Let v " b n a tn hpy´xqpb n a tn q´1se 3 P b n a tn hpyqZ 3 .
Since b n a tn hpyqZ 3 P Kr , one has }v^le 3 } " ls}ppy 1´x1 qe tn`w1tn´w2nt , py 2´x2 qe tn`w2tn`w2nt q} ě r.
Then either (i) |y 1´x1 |e tn`w1tn´w2nt ě r{2 or (ii) |y 2´x2 |e tn`w2tn`w2nt ě r{2. This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. We will apply Corollary 2.4 which uses the local data. We have
for n ě 2. It can be checked directly that for any integer k with k ě w1 w2`1 0 the assumptions of Corollary 2.4 hold. Moreover, we have
Therefore Corollary 2.4 implies dim H F pT , βq ě 1`w Proof of Theorem 1.5 (sketch). Note that the set
is dense in R 2 . We fix y P U X Q Λ and s P R such that a s hpyqΛ P L 1 3 . In our construction of the fractal structure pT , βq in §4.1 and §4.2 we only use the property
. So the same construction will give a fractal structure pT 2 , β 2 q such that the Hausdorff dimension of F pT 2 , β 2 q Ă Ip0; e´w 1t , e´w 2t q is at least 2´1 1`w1 and for any x P F pT 2 , β 2 q the trajectory A`hpxqa s hpyqΛ is divergent. By taking t sufficiently large, we can make sure that a´1 s hpF pT 2 , β 2 qqa s hpyq Ă hpU q.
This implies that tx P U : A`hpxqΛ is divergent u contains y`gF pT 2 , β 2 q for some nonsingular linear transformation g of R 2 . Therefore the conclusion holds.
Best approximation and upper bound
We first review the definition of w-weighted best approximation and use it to construct a self-affine covering of Singpwq˚:" tx P Singpwq : 1, x 1 , x 2 are linearly independent over Qu in §5.1. By Khintchine's transference principle ([12, Chapter IV, §5]), it is not hard to see that all x P R 2 with 1, x 1 , x 2 linearly dependent over Q are w-singular. Note that the set of these x is a countable union of lines in R 2 . Thus the Hausdorff dimension of SingpwqzSingpwq˚is one. We prove in §5.2 that the upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of the fractal associated to the self-affine structure constructed in §5.1 can be arbitrarily close to 2´1 1`w1 ą 1. Therefore the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq is bounded from above by 2´1 1`w1 . 5.1. Best approximation and self-affine covering. We define w-weighted quasinorm on R 2 by
Although it does not satisfy the triangle inequality, using convexity of the function s Ñ s 1{wi we have }x`y} w ď 2 w1{w2 p}x} w`} y} w q for all x, y P R 2 .
We say pp,P Z 2ˆN is a best approximation vector of x P R 2 with respect to the w-weighted norm if
For simplicity we call pp,a w-best approximate of x.
There is a naturally defined bijection between Q 2 and
namely, every u " pp,P Q corresponds to p u " p q . For x P R 2 and u " pp,P Z 2ˆZ we let |u| " q and Apx, uq " }qx´p} w .
Let
which is the best approximation of p u by v P Qztuu. We will see in (5.15) that rpuq is the smallest w-weighted norm of nonzero vectors of a lattice in R 2 . For every x P R 2 zQ 2 we associate a sequence Σ x " tu i u iPN Ă Q of w-best approximates of x with the following properties:
‚ there is no w-best approximate pp,of x with |u i | ă q ă |u i`1 |.
Lemma 5.1. Let u P Q with |u| ą 1. Then for any v P Q with |v| ă |u| one has App u, vq " App u, u´vq.
Proof. Suppose u " pp,P Z 2ˆN and v " ps, lq P Z 2ˆN . Then u´v " pp´s, q´lq and App u, u´vq " }pq´lqpq´1´pp´sq} w " }´plpq´1´sq} w " App u, vq. Proof. Since |u| ą 1 one has rpuq " min vPQ,|v|ă|u| App u, vq. So the corollary follows from Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.3. Let u P Q with |u| ą 1 be a w-best approximate of x P R 2 . Then Apx, vq ă 2 1{w2 App u, vq for all v P Q with |v| ď |u|{2. Let u P Q and B w pu, rq " tx P R 2 : Apx, uq ă ru. It is not hard to see that B w pu, rq is an open rectangle with center p u. The set of x P R 2 which has u P Q as a w-best approximate is
The following lemma says that ∆puq is roughly the rectangle B w pu, rpuqq.
Lemma 5.4. For any u P Q with |u| ą 1 one has B w pu, 2´1 {w2 rpuqq Ă ∆puq Ă B w pu, 2 1{w2 rpuqqq.
Proof. We write r " rpuq to simplify the notation. Let u " pp 1 , p 2 ,and suppose x " px 1 , x 2 q P B w pu, 2´1 {w2 rq. Let v " ps 1 , s 2 , lq P Q with |v| ď |u| and v ‰ u. It follows from the definitions of B w pu, 2´1 {w2 rq and rpuq that
We choose i P t1, 2u such that
where in the last inequality we use (5.6). In view of (5.7) and (5.5) one has Apx, vq ą Apx, uq, from which one has x P ∆ v puq. Since v is an arbitrary element of Qztuu with |v| ď |u|, the definition of ∆puq in (5.4) implies x P ∆puq. Now suppose x P ∆puq. Corollary 5.2 implies that there exists v with |v| ď |u|{2 such that r " App u, vq. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that Apx, uq ă Apx, vq ă 2 1{w2 r.
Lemma 5.5. Let x P R 2 zQ 2 and Σ x " tu i u iPN . Then for all i, j P N one has
Proof. By Corollary 5.2 there exists v P Q with |v| ď |u i`1 |{2 such that rpu i`1 q " App u i`1 , vq. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that
On the other hand the definition of w-best approximate implies
The second inequality of (5.8) follows from (5.9) and (5.10).
Let u i`j " pp 1 , p 2 , qq, u i " ps 1 , s 2 , lq and choose k P t1, 2u such that
Note that rpu i`1 q ď App u i`1 , u i q. So Lemma 5.5 implies the following corollary.
where the implied constants do not depend on i.
The following lemma gives a description of a w-singular vector using its associated best approximation sequence and it follows directly from the definition.
Lemma 5.7. Let x P R 2 zQ 2 and Σ x " tu i u iPN . Then x P Singpwq if and only if
In view of Corollary 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 one has the following corollary.
Corollary 5.8. Let x P R 2 zQ 2 and Σ x " tu i u iPN . Then x P Singpwq if and only if
In view of Corollary 5.8, for ε ą 0 the set
consists of best approximates of almost (or ε-close) w-singular vectors. We are going to define a relation σ ε on Q ε so that together with the map β on Q defined by βpuq " B w pu, |u|´1q " Ipp u; |u|´p w1`1q , |u|´p w2`1(5.11)
we get an admissible fractal relation pQ ε , σ ε , βq such that the corresponding fractal contains Singpwq˚. Now we fix u P Q ε and define the set σ ε puq. We choose u 1 P Q with the property |u 1 | ď |u|{2 and rpuq " App u, u 1 q. Let H u be the hyperplane in R 3 generated by u and u 1 . Let Dpu, εq " tv P H u X Q ε : |v| ě |u|, App v, uq ă 2 2{w2 rpuqu.
We note here that all the v P H u X Q ε (including u) with p v close to p u belong to Dpu, εq. For every v P Dpu, εq let Epu, v, εq " tw P Q ε : |w| ą |v|, w R H u and Ap p w, vq ă ε|w|´1u.
We define σ ε puq " ď vPDpu,εq
Epu, v, εq.
Lemma 5.9. For every 0 ă ε ă 1 one has Singpwq˚Ă F pQ ε , σ ε , βq.
Proof. Let x P Singpwq˚and Σ x " tu i u iPN . We are going to construct a subsequence tu in u nPN such that pu in , u in`1 q P σ ε and x P βpu in q for all n P N. This will complete the proof. According to Corollary 5.8 there exists i 0 P N such that for i ě i 0 one has rpu i q ă ε2´2 Apx, u i q ď 2 1{w2 rpu i`1 q ă ε2´1
which implies that x P B w pu i , |u i |´1q. Let i 1 " i 0 and we inductively define i n`1 to be smallest integer of tm P N : m ą i n , u m R H ui n u which is nonempty since 1, x 1 , x 2 are linearly independent over Q.
To simplify the notation we take u " u in , v " u in`1´1 and w " u in`1 . It suffices to show v P Dpu, εq and w P Epu, v, εq. Therefore w P Epu, v, εq.
Upper bound.
For every ε ą 0 sufficiently small we estimate the Hausdorff dimension of F pQ ε , σ ε , βq. In view of Lemma 5.9 and the discussion at the beginning of §5 this will give an upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq˚and Singpwq.
For u " pp,P Q we let π u : R 3 Ñ R 2 be the projection along Ru defined by π u ppx, x 3" x´x The kernel of π u is Ru and Ru X Z 3 " Zu. The set Λ u :" π u pZ 3 q (5.14)
is a lattice in R 2 with covolume 1{|u|. It is easy to see that App u, vq " }π u pvq} w for every v P Q. Therefore rpuq " inf 
it suffices to show 7D k ! k. Let π u and Λ u be as in (5.13) and (5.14) respectively. Since u is a primitive vector of Z 3 , the projection π u induces a bijection between v P Z 3 : k |u| ď |v| ă pk`1q |u| ( and Λ u (note that π u pvq " π u pwq implies |v| " |w| mod |u|). It follows that π u induces a bijection between v P H u X Z 3 : k |u| ď |v| ă pk`1q |u| ( and Λ 1 u :" Λ u X π u pH u q. According to the definition of Dpu, εq and (5.15) there exists x P Λ u such that }x} w " r puq and Λ 1 u " Zx. Let v P D k , then π u pvq " sx for some s P Z. Let i P t1, 2u such that }x} w " |x i | 1{wi . Then On the other hand, we have App v, uq ă 2 2{w2 rpuq since v P Dpu, εq. It follows that |s| ! k and hence 7D k ! k.
Lemma 5.11. Let 0 ă ε ď 2´2 {w2 . For all u P Q ε and v P Dpu, εq one has π u pH u q " π v pH v q and H u " H v .
Note that y P Λ v is always in M k . So if E k is nonempty we have λ 2 pM k , Λ v q ď 1. Hence by Lemma 3.3 we get
Note that vol M k " 4ε k|v| pk`1q 2 and cov Λ v " 1 |v| . Therefore 7E k ď 7M k X Λ v ! εk as desired. Now we estimate the upper bound of the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq˚.
Theorem 5.13. There exists C ą 0 such that for all 0 ă ε ď 2´2 {w2 the Hausdorff dimension of F pQ ε , σ ε , βq is less than or equal to Therefore the Hausdorff dimension of Singpwq˚and Singpwq is less than or equal to 2´1 1`w1 .
Proof. Let C 1 be the product of implied constants of (5.16) and (5.18). By Lemma 5.9 and the discussion at the beginning of §5 it suffices to show that the Hausdorff dimension of F pQ ε , σ ε , βq is less than or equal to (5.20) for C " Plugging in t " ps´1qpw 1`1 q`w 2`1 which is ą 2`?C 1 ε by (5.21) in the above inequality, we get (5.23).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The authentic weighted cases (w 1 ą w 2 ) follow from Theorems 4.4 and 5.13 and the unweighted case (w 1 " w 2 ) is proved in [6] .
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We will use notations of §5.1. Let DIpw, εq˚be the set of x P DIpw, εq such that 1, x 1 , x 2 are linearly independent over Q. Let x P DIpw, εqå nd let Σ x " tu i u iPN be the fixed sequence of w-best approximates of x. It follows from definition that there exists i 1 P N such that for i ě i 1 one has Apx, u i q ă ε |u i`1 | . (5.24)
On the other hand the first inequality of (5.8) implies that for all i P N
2´1
{w2 rpu i`1 q ă Apx, u i q. Note that in the proof of Lemma 5.9, we only use (5.12) and the fact that 1, x 1 , x 2 are linearly independent over Q. Therefore the same argument implies
x P F pQ ε2 3{w 2 , σ ε2 3{w 2 , βq.
So we have
DIpw, εq˚Ă F pQ ε2 3{w 2 , σ ε2 3{w 2 , βq.
By Theorem 5.13
where the constant C is independent of ε. The conclusion of Theorem 1.3 follows from (5.26) and the observation that DIpw, εqzDIpw, εq˚is contained in a countable union of lines in R 2 .
